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COMPLIANT REPOSITORIES WITH
DATABANK CLOUD CONNECT
EASY, COMPLIANT BACKUP RETENTION AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON
Backups are a a critical component of your IT operations. Yet, handling backups internally is one more thing for your
IT team to worry about, including hardware, storage, and potential considerations for managing a remote site. DataBank
Cloud Connect allows existing Veeam™ customers, including on premise, cloud, or colocation, to move or copy virtual
and physical server backups to DataBank’s off-site storage repositores without the cost and complexity of building and
maintaining an offsite infrastructure.

Enabling Secure and Compliant Repositories
The ability to maintain secure off-site backups for data at rest is critical for
compliance, which is why this capability is built into our offering. DataBank
Cloud Connect provides a fast, easy and secure repository for storing offsite and cloud-based backups that protect against data loss. It’s easy to
make changes directly from your existing Veeam console using a simple,
consumption-based pricing model.
Backup repositories are hosted in DataBank state-of-the art, purposebuilt facilities. You can trust in a data center provider that supports FIPS
140-2 security, as well as a multitude of compliance mandates, including
FedRAMP, FISMA, SSAE 18 SOC1 and SOC2, HIPAA/HITECH, PCI-DSS, and
Privacy Shield-GDPR.
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Get Your Data Off-Site and Unburden Your IT Staff
A turnkey solution for
compliant repositories

No added burden for IT
departments

Forgo the cost and
complexities of operating
a secondary data center

Capital cost for storage
transform into a predictable
monthly expense

Veeam™ is a registered trademark of Veeam Software.

With more than 400 blades,
8000 cores, and 9 PB of storage
under management across four
geographies, you can rely on our
scale, tools, and talent to ensure
your applications are globally
available, protected, performant,
compliant, and secure.
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DataBank Cloud Connect makes backups as easy as the push of a button and eliminates the need for hardware. You
can simply sign up and initiate use instantly in the native management console you’re already using. DataBank Cloud
Connect provides a fully integrated, fast and secure way to perform backups to DataBank data centers by providing a
remote Veeam backup repository accessible from within your existing Veeam backup solution.

Included

Optional

• Hosted repository on demand

• Data protection solutions available for a full range of
compliant systems, including FedRAMP, FISMA, SSAE 18
SOC1 and SOC2, HIPAA/HITECH, PCI-DSS, and Privacy
Shield-GDPR.

• FIPS 140-2 encryption at rest ensures security of
enterprise data
• Holistic view of your hosted backup environment via
Veeam console

• Geo-replicated facilities protect against data loss and
ensure compliance

Why DataBank?
DataBank is a leading provider of enterprise-class data center, cloud, and connectivity services, offering customers 100%
uptime availability of data, applications, and infrastructure. DataBank’s managed data center services are anchored
in world-class facilities that cater to today’s network and computing edge – users and applications in dense but
underserved markets.
DataBank provides its suite of services in a truly hybrid model allowing enterprises to port workloads, technologies,
and even contract terms from data center to data center and from cloud to colocation, with compliance certifications
to meet the most stringent demands. By evolving the data center experience in this manner, our customers can more
effectively manage risk, improve technology performance, and focus on growth.
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